
From: ITEL Laboratories, Inc.Attn:
Ph: 800-890-4835Co:
customerexperience@itelinc.com

CLAIM#: ########

SIDING
EVALUATION
CONTROL #: SRS######

Customer: ###### Cust. ID: #######CUSTOMER INFO

Contact: E-mail:

Adjuster: #### ##### 
Additional: Vendor Job#: 
Date Invoiced: 5/11/2021 Date Received: 5/10/2021

Insured Name: ##### #######LOSS INFO
Loss Location: #######, ## ###### Area Damaged:

Claim #: ####### 
Loss Date: 8/22/2020

ORIGINAL PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION The original product is discontinued; however, similar matches were found. See below
for suppliers.

Material: AluminumProfile: D3.75CBProduct: Crown / Hunter Douglas Twin 4 - Smooth - 0.024"

Thickness: 0.024"Projection: 0.5"Fading: N/A - PaintedColor: Painted

Manufacturer Info:  /

Comments: ·Based on the test request form and sample piece with no symbols or codes, this panel can only be "best identified."  
Comparisons were conducted with a sample from our library. ·The originally installed siding was painted. ·Painting is required for color
 matching. ·The original product is NO LONGER AVAILABLE. There ARE SIMILAR MATCH(ES). We suggest taking a sample piece
 to the distributor before ordering or purchasing to verify the product is a reasonable match per insurance company, state and manufacturer
 guidelines.

MATCHING PRODUCTS

Material: AluminumProfile: D3.75CBMATCH 1 Kaycan Horizontal D4.75 Smooth

Thickness: 0.017"Projection: 0.5"Color Matched To: Original and Current ColorColor:  Paint to Match
Suppliers:SameSimilarDifferentComparison to Submitted Sample:

12345 · Kaycan, 211 miles: 651-452-1835, Eagan, MN,
55121Profile (Size and Shape)

· Kaycan, 246 miles: 816-471-2500, N Kansas
City, MO, 64116Embossment

Manufacturer Info:
Paint to match original or current Color.Original Color www.kaycan.com / (800) 952-9226

Current Color

Comments: ·Matching based on closest match to the original color and physical specifications of your siding. ·Check with your installer
 or distributor for paint matching options. ·Please contact the supplier(s) listed above for product pricing and ordering information. Some
 products may only be available through special order; minimum quantities and additional charges may apply. Supplier delivery times 
may vary. ·Dealer is wholesaler only.  Customer will need a contractor to order or purchase materials. ·Location of distributor exceeds
 50 miles.  Additional charges may apply.

See PERSONALIZED HOMEOWNER SIDING MATCH REPORT page for photo comparison.ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
· Installers should verify visual and dimensional compatibility before purchasing and installing replacement products.
· We want to hear from you! Please contact ITEL Customer Experience with any questions: itelinfo@itelinc.com or 800-890-4835.
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Homeowner's Personalized
Siding Match Report

Insured Name: ####### ########## 
Claim Number: #######
Report #: SRS######### Date: 
5/11/2021

Your Siding: Your siding is discontinued; similar matches are available.

Helpful Comments:Specifications:
Product: Crown / Hunter Douglas Twin 4 - Smooth - 0.024" ·Based on the test request form and sample

piece with no symbols or codes, this panel canProfile: D3.75CB
only be "best identified."  Comparisons were

conducted with a sample from our library.Color: Painted
Material: Aluminum ·The originally installed siding was painted.

·Painting is required for color matching.Manufacturer Info:
·The original product is NO LONGER
AVAILABLE. There ARE SIMILAR MATCH(ES).

/

We suggest taking a sample piece to the
distributor before ordering or purchasing to verify
 the product is a reasonable match per insurance
company, state and manufacturer guidelines.

 Match 1: Kaycan Horizontal D4.75 Smooth

Where to Buy:
· Kaycan - 211 miles away, ###-###-####, 
#####, ##, ######
· Kaycan - 246 miles away, ###-###-####, N 
#####, ##, ######
Distributor inventory varies; specific products and colors 
may need to be ordered. Some distributors will only sell 
to licensed siding contractors.

Material: Aluminum
Profile: D3.75CB
Color: Paint to Match
Color Matched To: Original and Current 
Color
Manufacturer Info:
www.kaycan.com / (###) ###-####

Helpful Comments:
·Matching based on closest match to the original color and physical specifications of your siding.
·Check with your installer or distributor for paint matching options.
·Please contact the supplier(s) listed above for product pricing and ordering information. Some
products may only be available through special order; minimum quantities and additional charges
may apply. Supplier delivery times may vary.
·Dealer is wholesaler only.  Customer will need a contractor to order or purchase materials.
·Location of distributor exceeds 50 miles.  Additional charges may apply.

ITEL CERTIFIED MATCH
ITEL performed a national search based on the specifications and color of your product to find the best available
match. If you have questions, contact ITEL Customer Experience: itelinfo@itelinc.com or call 800-890-ITEL
(4835).

IMPORTANT NOTE CONCERNING COLOR: ITEL strives to accurately reproduce the color of the products shown above. However,
due to manufacturing variances, differences in computer monitors, printer accuracy, and variation in natural exterior lighting, actual
colors may differ from the images. Photos are for embossment representation only, please use color swatch for color comparison. Be
sure to check a siding sample or manufacturer color swatch before making a final color selection and purchase.
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